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Abstract. The expediency of using precast spun concrete columns of annular cross-sections reinforced by high-strength 
steel bars is discussed. Test material properties, efficiency factors and resisting compressive stresses of plain and rein-
forced spun concretes are presented. Modelling a bearing capacity of eccentrically loaded members of annular cross-
sections is based on the concepts of compression with a bending moment and bending with a concentrical force. The com-
parison of test and modelling data of concentrically and eccentrically loaded members is analysed. The expediency to use 
in design practice the approaches of current methods of partial safety factors design (PSFD) legitimated in Europe and 
load and resistance factors design (LRFD) suggested in the USA and other countries is considered and illustrated by a 
numerical example. 
Keywords: spun concrete, high-strength steel, beam-columns, compression test, eccentric loading, limit state design. 

 
1. Introduction 
A number of advantages with respect to economic, struc-
tural and architectural features is characteristic of prefab-
ricated spun concrete building columns (Walochnik 
1995). However, the technology advancement promotes 
the use of spun concrete members only for the poles of 
high-voltage electrical transmission lines: significant 
technology advances attach great importance to the 
strength, lightness and durability of precast spun concrete 
poles. It may be achieved by improving the quality of 
materials, introducing new manufacturing methods and 
using meaningful innovative enhancements to engineer-
ing design technology (Oliphant and Wong 2002).  

Due to the fundamental examinations carried out at 
the technology laboratories of the European Union and 
other countries, new centrifugal techniques to produce 
spun concrete poles for high-voltage electrical transmis-
sion line applications are founded and introduced into 
production practice. It must be emphasized that new 
computer controlled machines are installed. They regulate 
the spinning speeds of moulds during distribution and 
compacting processes so as not to segregate aggregates of 
concrete mixes achieving their proper compactness and 
avoiding wire vibrations of reinforcing cages. These nov-
elties introduced for spun concrete poles suit perfectly for 
spun concrete columns. However, the possibility to im-
prove effectively the structural quality of poles and col-
umns using prestressed tendons (Quasi 2002) or steel 
fibres (Kaufman et al. 2005) depends on the type of load-
carrying structures. 

The roots of unexpected failures and inadmissible 
residual deformations of tubular reinforced concrete col-
umns can be traced back not only to gross human design 
or construction errors but can also be caused by some 
incorrectly formulated concepts and approaches based on 
the data of insufficiently quantitative and qualitative in-
vestigations. A lack of experimental and theoretical re-
search results hampers the development of the current 
analysis methods of spun concrete columns of annular 
cross-sections exposed to diverse loads and their combi-
nations. 

The analysis of present test data has revealed that 
high-strength spun concrete as well as longitudinal mild 
steel bars may simultaneously reach their maximum re-
sisting stresses only with a very little probability. Be-
sides, the early plastic strains of mild steel bars may dis-
integrate the materials of a compression member, 
decrease its ductility and at the same time cause its pre-
mature failure or collapse. 

On the contrary, the plastic strains of high-strength 
cold worked steel bars of compression members cannot 
be displayed. Therefore, there exists a redistribution of 
ultimate compression forces between steel and concrete 
components. It increases the probability of avoiding the 
brittle failure of spun concrete members under concentri-
cal and eccentrical loading (MacGregor 1998; Kuranovas 
and Kvedaras 2007; Soundararajan and Shanmugsunda-
ram 2008). 

Special experimental and theoretical investigations 
were carried out at the Vilnius Gediminas Technical Uni-
versity (Kudzys et al. 1993; Kudzys and Kliukas 2008a, b). 
The investigation data helped us analyse the features of 
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spun concrete members reinforced by high-strength steel 
bars, model the stress-strain states of spun concrete col-
umns, provide the unsophisticated approaches for their 
resistance assessment and collate the formats of their 
reliability verifications by semi-probabilistic methods. 

The main aim of this paper is to compare objective-
ly the limit state design results based on the partial safety 
factors design (PSFD) and the load and resistance factors 
design (LRFD) suggested in Europe and the USA, res-
pectively, using the load combinations recommended by 
EN 1990 and ASCE/SEI 7-05. 

 
2. The mechanical properties of a spun concrete 
The data of investigations carried out by Vadlūga (1979, 
1983), Vadlūga et al. (1996) and Kudzys et al. (1993, 
2008) helped structural engineers examine and assess the 
resistance features of plain and reinforced spun concrete 
members as precast building columns. 

Spun concrete specimens of annular cross-sections 
were manufactured using crushed granite stone of 5–20 
mm fractions and quartz sand with 2.95–3.05 fineness 
modulus of 1300–1360 kg/m3 poured bulk as coarse and 
fine aggregates of concrete mixes. The compressive 
strength at 28 days of Portland cement was equal to 40.2–
51.6 MPa. Thus, used mixes belong to high performance 
concrete mixtures of normal weight spun concrete mem-
bers (Dilger, Rao 1997). The slump of standard cone of 
these mixtures was between 30 and 60 mm. 

The external diameter of specimens moulded by 
belt-driven and roller-belt-driven type centrifugal ma-
chines was equal to 500 and 260 mm respectively. The 
compressive strength of spun concrete in tested hollow 
cylinder 1cf  was equal to 33–53 MPa. The mean value of 
the modulus of elasticity of spun concrete was lower than 
the values presented in EN 1992-1 (2004) for vibrated 
normal weight concrete and may be defined as: 
 ( ) 3.01.020 cmcm fE ×= , (1) 
where cmf  is the mean value of cylinder concrete 
strength. 

The spun concrete specimens were reinforced by 
ribbed high-strength steel bars of 10, 12 and 14 mm in 
diameter. They were uniformly distributed throughout 
their cross-sectional perimeter. The mean values of 0.2% 
proof-stress points, 2.0f , and tensile strength, tf , of cold 
worked steel bars were 872, 890, 862 and 1060, 1052, 
1138 MPa, respectively.  

The investigations showed that the failure of com-
pressed spun concrete members reinforced by high-
strength steel bars may be treated as a ductile one 
(Fig. 1). A relatively brittle failure of some specimens 
occurred when the geometrical reinforcement ratio, 

cs AA=ρ , was less than 3%, where sA  and cA  are 
cross-sectional areas of reinforcement and concrete sec-
tions. The test results showed that its value of 3–6% may 
be considered as a rational reinforcement ratio of spun 
concrete members reinforced by high-strength steel bars. 

 

  
Fig. 1. The characteristic view of eccentrically compres-
sed reinforced members 
 
A sustained loading of concrete structures with 

permanent and quasi-permanent loads provokes micro-
cracks and creep strains of compressed concrete. Accord-
ing to Diniz (2002, 2005), the reduction factor for the 
compressive strength of column concrete may be defined 
as EPcc NN2.01−=α , where EN  and PN  are an 
applied force and its permanent component. 

High-strength spun concrete belongs to building ma-
terials with fairly high micro-cracking and low creep 
parameters. The residual micro-cracks usually appear 
when compressive stresses of spun concrete are equal to ( ) 19.07.0 cf− , where 1cf  is its compressive strength in 
hollow cylinders which is close to a prism strength. 
Therefore, the reduction factor for concrete strength of 
spun concrete columns may be expressed as: 
 EPcc NN1.01−=α . (2) 

The spun concrete members of annular cross-section 
belong to thin-walled reinforced concrete structures. 
Their longitudinal reinforcing bars and spiral wires hinder 
the distribution and compacting of a concrete mix and in 
this way the compression strength 1cf  of spun concrete 
decreases to the value 2cf  (Fig. 2). The ratio of these 
strengths is equal to 0.82–0.95 and may be defined as: 
 ρ−= 85.195.012 cc ff , (3) 
where cs AA=ρ  is a reinforcement ratio. 

The ratio of concrete strength in hollow and solid 
cylinders may be expressed as 9.01 ≈cc ff . Thus, the 
reduction factor, characterizing the ratio of spun concrete 
strengths in reinforced members and plain concrete cylin-
ders, may be presented as: 
 ρ−==α 7.185.022 cc ff . (4) 
This ratio may be assumed as equal to 0.85 when com-
puter controlled centrifugal machines are used. 

The compressive strength of spun concrete in struc-
tures may be presented in the form: 
 ccccc ff 2αα= . (5) 

Due to a redistribution of compressive stresses of 
high-strength steel bars and spun concrete, the failure 
strains of compression members are fairly large. There-
fore, the maximum values of spun concrete strains and at 
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the same time of resisting compressive stresses in rein-
forcing steel bars of concentrically and eccentrically 
loaded columns may be defined, respectively, as: 
 ( ) 310418.126.2 −ρ+=ε′cu , (6) 
 ( ) 210418.152.4 ρ+=ε′=σ′ scusc E  MPa,  (7) 
 ( ) 310436.126.2 −ρ+=εcu , (8) 
 ( ) 210436.152.4 ρ+=ε=σ scusc E  MPa. (9) 
These values are close to stresses calculated by Hussaini 
et al. (1993) recommendations. 

The test data disclosed that high-strength and high-
elastic reinforcing bars decrease the coefficient of varia-
tion of concrete strains under the failure of reinforced 
compression members. Therefore, the use of these bars 
instead of mild steel ones may efficiently increase the 
structural safety of spun concrete columns. 

 
3. The bearing capacity of annular cross-sections  
The analysis of ultimate load effects may be based on a 
plane cross-section hypothesis and bi-linear concrete 
stress-strain relation, when the conventional concrete 
strain 3cε  is equal to 0.5 cuε  (Fig. 2). This value is close 
to strains 3cε  recommended by EN 1992-1 (2004). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Stress-strain relations for plain concrete (1) and re-
inforced concrete by typical (2) and bi-linear (3) laws 
 
According to the design model, presented in Fig. 3, 

the resisting compressive force, the resisting bending 
moment caused by this force and its eccentricity are: 
 stscccR NNNNN −+−= 21 , (10) 

 

 ststscscccccR yNyNyNyNM ++−= 2211 , (11) 
 RR NMe = . (12) 

When the eccentricity ratio 1≤sre , the response 
factors of the compressive resistance of concrete and 
reinforcement can be presented in the forms: 
 ( ) ( )

ρ+
−≈+−+=

101
3.012211 s

sccc

sccscc
c

re
rfA

ryNryNk , (13) 

 ( ) ( )
s

sscs

stsstsscsc
s rerA

yrNryNk 34.01−≈
σ′

−−+= , (14) 

where ccf is given by (5), scσ′  by Eq. (7); cA , sA , sr  
and cs AA=ρ are the geometrical parameters. In the 
numerators and denominators of Eqs (13) and (14), the 
moments of inner concrete and reinforcement forces of 
eccentrically and concentrically loaded members with 
respect to point B of cross-sections (Fig. 3) are given, 
respectively. The usability of Eqs (13) and (14) in design 
practice is illustrated by Fig. 4. 

The resisting compressive force and bending mo-
ment of eccentrically loaded members of annular cross-
sections may be expressed as: 

( )[ ] ( ) ≈+σ++= ssscsscccsccR rerAkfArrkN 15.0  
( ) ( )ssscsscccc rerAkfAk +σ+≈ , (15) 

 eNM RR = ,  (16) 
where ck  is given by Eq. (13), sk  by Eq. (14), scσ  by 
Eq. (9). When these members are concentrically loaded, 
the factors 0=e , 1== sc kk  and Eq. (15) is presented 
in the form 
 scsccR AfAN σ′+= , (17) 
where scσ′  is defined by Eq. (7). 

When an eccentricity of applied forces is large, it is 
more expedient to treat tubular columns as members ex-
posed to bending with concentrical force. According to 
Vadlūga (1983), at large values of compressive force 
eccentricity, the ultimate bending moment of annular 
cross-sections (Fig. 5) reinforced by mild steel bars could 
be calculated using the peculiar expression: 
 ( ) ( )cRstssR NfArM α−+= 12.1 . (18) 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Modelling of linear strain and stress distributions in the concrete and high-strength 
steel of eccentrically loaded annular cross-sections 
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Fig. 4. Mean values of response factors of concrete kcm by (13) and reinforcement ksm by 
(14) versus the eccentricity ratio em/rs:  a – medium reinforcing; b – strong reinforcing 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Modelling of simplified stresses in the concrete and steel of eccentrically loaded 
annular cross-sections 

 
Here the conventional value of the compression zone of 
sections is: 

( )( ) [ +++=πψ=α cccRstsscc fANfArr15.0  
( )] ( ) [ ++≈+ cccRstsscsts fANfAffA  (19) 
( )]scsts ffA + , 

where cr  and sr  are the radii of concrete and steel circ-
les; stf  and scf  – the tensile and compressive strength 
of longitudinal bars; sA  and cA  – the areas of steel rein-
forcement and concrete in the column cross-section; RN  
represents the concentrical force; ccf  by Eq. (5) is the 
compressive strength of concrete in tubular columns. 

An analysis of Eq. (18) revealed its universality. 
When the tubular members are reinforced by high-strength 
steel bars, the mean values of conventional strengths in 
tension and compression of reinforcement should be de-
fined as: =stmf 500 MPa and =scmf 600 MPa.  

The acceptability of Eqs (15) and (17) in the load-
carrying capacity analysis of concentrically and eccentri-
cally loaded tubular members is illustrated by Fig. 6. The 
means and standard deviations of the parameter which 
contains uncertainties of these equations and the peciluar 
expression by Eq. (18), are equal to =θRNm 0.987 ≈ 0.99, 

≈θRNσ 0.08 and =θRMm 1.016 ≈ 1.02, ≈θRMσ 0.08 
(Vadlūga 1979) for compression (Section 3.1) and bend-
ing (Section 3.2) members, respectively.  

4. Limit state design of eccentrically loaded columns 
4.1. Compressive force and its eccentricity  
The combined effects of building columns are caused by 
permanent G, sustained )(tQs  and extraordinary )(tQe  
live loads, snow )(tS  and wind )(tW  actions. The time-
variant extreme live and climate loadings of structures 
belong to persistent design situations in spite of the short 
period of extreme events, it being much shorter than the 
designed working life of buildings. The selected design 
situations and the relevant limit states in design models of 
columns depend on the combination of variable actions 
that are considered to occur simultaneously. 

The duration of annual extreme live loads Qd  is 
fairly short and equal to 1–14 days for commercial and  
1–3 days for other buildings (JCSS 2000). Their renewal 
rates ==λ λtQ 1 1/year. Thus, during =nt 50 years ser-
vice period, the average recurrence number of extreme 
annual live loads simultaneously on 2 and 3 storeys, re-
spectively, are: =λ= 2

2 2 QQndtn 0.27–0.82 and 
=λ= 32

3 3 QQndtn 0.001–0.01. In design practice, this 
unfavourable combination of loads may be neglected. 

The durations of annual extreme climate loads may be 
treated as: =Sd 14–28 days and =Wd 8–12 hours (Elling-
wood 1981, JCSS 2000). Therefore, the average recurrence 
number of joint annual simultaneous extreme floor live and 
snow or wind loads during =nt  50  years period is equal to  
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the observed and calculated by Eqs (15) and (17) values of resisting 
compressive forces of the specimens tested by G. Aksomitas ( ) and R. Kliukas ( ) 

 ( ) =λλ+= WQWQnQW ddtn 0.2–2 and ( ) =λλ+= WSWSnSW ddtn  
1.96–3.9. The effect of these recurrences of joint variable 
loads on the limit state verification of structures is associated 
with the factors for combination values of variable actions 
recommended by EN 1990 (2002) and ASCE/SEI 7-05 
(2006).  

Usually, the ends of precast columns of frames are 
not fully rigidly restrained in in-situ concrete foundations 
and floors of buildings. Both ends of precast columns are 
only elasticity restrained at precast floors. Therefore, a 
slenderness for precast columns of multi-storey frames 
with in-situ and precast beams may be checked, respec-
tively, with an effective length shl 75.00 =  and shl =0 , 
where sh  is a storey height.  

The second-order eccentricities of the characteristic 
and design applied compressive forces EkN  and EdN  
are: 
 kokk ee η=  and dodd ee η= ,  (20) 
but not less as 152r  and 20 mm. 
Here 
 EkOEkok NMe =  and EdOEdod NMe =  (21) 
are the first-order eccentricities of compressive forces and  

( )BkEkk NN−=η 11  and ( )BdEdd NN−=η 11   (22) 
are the factors of second-order moment effect, where the 
buckling loads of concentrically loaded columns may be 
written in the forms: 
 ( ) 22

oekBk lEIN π=  and ( ) 22
oedBd lEIN π= . (23) 

These buckling loads are based on the characteristic and 
design flexular stiffness of columns, when the basic value 
of concrete creep ratio under normal inside environmental 
conditions is equal to Φ =1.2–2.0 (EN 1992-1 2004). 

The characteristic and design factors for concrete 
cracking and creep effects may be expressed as: 
 ( )OEdOGdcdck MMΦKK +=≈ 125.0 ,  (24) 
where OGdM  and OEdM  are the first-order bending mo-
ments caused by permanent and total loads. 

According to EN 1990 (2002) recommendations, the 
characteristic and design values of the effective flexular 
stiffness of columns may be defined as: 
 ( ) ( ) sscmcdcdedek IEIEKEIEI +== , (25) 
where the design value of the modulus of elasticity of 
concrete 2.1cmcd EE = ; 
 ( ) 44

1
4
2 mcm rrI −π=  and ( ) 44

1
4
2 sss rrI −π=   (26) 

are the second moments of concrete and reinforcement 
cross-sectional areas about the centre of annular cross-
sections. 

 
4.2. Reliability verification formats 
When the reliability verification of building columns is 
based on the semi-probabilistic (Level I) approaches, 
according to the EN 1990 (2002) recommendations, the 
total design axial force of columns of multistorey frames 
should be: 
 ( )202111 γψ+γ+γ= kkFGGk

EN
Ed NNKNN ,   (27) 

where 9.01 =FK ; 1.0, and 1.1 is the efficiency factor for 
variable loads when the reliability class of structures is 
RC1, RC2 and RC3; GkN , kN1  and kN2  are the charac-
teristic (nominal) values of permanent, leading and ac-
companying variable components; =γG 1.35 and 

=γ=γ 21 1.5 are the partial safety factors for loads; 
=ψ0 0.7 is the factor for combination value of a live 

variable actions, =ψ0 0.5 and 0.6 for snow and wind 
load, respectively, in combination of actions. The value 

GkN  is different for propped and unpropped precast con-
tinuous beams (Kudzys et al. 2007). 

Usually, the radius mean of spun concrete cross-
sections ( )215.0 rrr mcm +=  is equal or close to the radius 
sr  of a circle of reinforcing bars. Thus, according to the 

current partial safety factors design (PSFD) used in 
Europe, the design values of resisting compressive forces 
by Eq. (15) and bending moments by Eq. (18) may be 
expressed in the following forms: 

( ) ( )sEN
dsscds

EN
sd

EN
cdcm

EN
cd

EN
Rd rerAkfAkN +σ+= , (28) 
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( )×+= EN
Edstdss

EN
Rd NfArM 2.1  

( )





++
+γ−×

scdstds
EN
cdcm

Edsstks

ffAfA
NfA1 , (29) 

where cmsm AA=ρ , EN
de  is given by Eq. (20), 

( )[ ]ms
EN
d

EN
cd rek ρ+−= 1013.01 , 

s
EN
d

EN
sd rek 34.01−= ; cck

EN
ccd

EN
ccd ff γαα= 2 ,  

sscmssctscd γσ=γσ=σ , sstmsstkstd fff γ=γ= 9.0 ,  

sscmssckscd fff γ=γ=′ 9.0 are the design values of 
concrete and reinforcement resistances; =γ c 1.5 and 

=γ s 1.15 are the partial factors for the concrete and rein-
forcement properties; EN

EdN  is the design value of the 
total compressive force. 

Using the PSFD method, the structural design of 
columns is considered to be sufficient, if the ultimate 
limit state of columns is not exceeded. This requirement 
is expressed as EN

Ed
EN
Rd NN ≥  and EN

d
EN
Ed

EN
Rd eNM ≥ . 

Combining factored loads by ASCE/SEI 7-05 
(2006) directions, the design value of the total compres-
sive force of multistorey frames should be expressed as 
follows: 
a) 21 SSkQQkGGk

ASCE
Ed NNNN γ+γ+γ=  (30) 

 or 21 QQkSSkGGk
ASCE
Ed NNNN γ+γ+γ=  (31) 

for columns of non-sway frames; 
b) Eqs (30) or (31) or  
 221 SSkQQkWWkGGk

ASCE
Ed NNNNN γ+γ+γ+γ=  (32) 

for columns of multistorey sway frames; 
c) 21 WWkSSkGGk

ASCE
Ed NNNN γ+γ+γ=  (33) 

 or 21 SSkWWkGGk
ASCE
Ed NNNN γ+γ+γ=  (34) 

for columns of single-storey sway frames, where GkN , 
QkN , SkN  and WkN  are the components caused by 

characteristic permanent Q , variable occupancy Q , 
snow S  and wind W  loads. The values of partial safety 
factors for loads are: =γG 1.2, =γ 1Q 1.6, =γ 2Q 0.5 or 
1.0 (when uniformly distributed live loads are not more 
and more than 4.8 kN/m2, respectively), =γ 1S 1.6, 

=γ 2S 0.5, =γ 1W 1.6 and =γ 2W 0.8. 
According to the current load and resistance factors 

design (LRFD) used in the USA and some other coun-
tries, the design values of compressive forces by Eq. (15) 
and bending moments by Eq. (18) and may be presented 
as follows: 

( )×σ+Φ=Φ= scksskcckcmckRk
ASCE
Rd AkfAkNN  
( )sks rer + ,  (35) 

( )×+Φ=Φ= EkstkssRk
ASCE
Rd NfArMM 2.1  

( )



++

+−
sckstksckc

Ekstks
ffAfA

NfA1 , (36) 

where ke  is given by Eq. (20); 
( )[ ]mskck rek ρ+−= 1013.01 , sksk rek 3.01−= ; 

ckcckcck ff 2αα= , scmsck σ=σ , stmstk ff 9.0= ,  
scmsck ff 9.0=  are the characteristic values of concrete 

and reinforcement parameters; EkN is the characteristic 
value of the total compressive force;Φ  – the strength 
reduction factor as the global uncertainty factor for com-
pressive resistances of columns. According to ACI 318-
05 (2005) directions and Szerszen et al. (2005) recom-
mendations, for columns exposed to compression with a 
small bending moment, this factor is equal to 0.60–0.70. 
For the spun concrete columns it may be selected as 

=Φ 0.65. 
The reliability of columns is sufficient if the de-

stroying force ASCE
EdN and moment ASCE

EdM  are not more 
than the values ASCE

RdN  by Eq. (35) and ASCE
RdM  by Eq. 

(36). When the destroying moments in unbraced columns 
are large, it may be necessary to check the reliability of 
columns subjected to the maximum moment combined 
with the minimum compressive force (Mosley et al. 
2007). 

 
5. Numerical illustration 

The spun concrete column at the first-floor level of 
braced multistorey frames of Reliability Class RC2 by 
EN 1990 (2002) or Category II by ASCE/SEI 7-05 
(2006) is under exposure of permanent, G , variable live, 

es QQQ += , and snow, S , action effects (Fig. 7). The 
multification factor for unfavourable variable actions 
=

1fK 1.0. The characteristic and design values of action 
effects are presented in Table 1. 

The geometrical parameters of a spun concrete col-
umn are: 

=oml 3.0 m, =2r 0.15 m, =mr1 0.09 m, =sr 0.12 m, 
=mA 0.04524 m2, =sA 0.00181 m2 (16∅12), 

=−= smcm AAA 0.0434 m2, ==ρ cmsm AA 0.0417, ( ) =−π= 44
1

4
2 mm rrI 346×10–6 m4, ( ) =−π= 44

1
4
2 sss rrI  

1.3×10–6 m4.  
The parameters of the spun concrete C50/60 are 

given by: 
=ckf 50 MPa, =α 2 0.85–1.7×0.0417=0.779, =γ c 1.5, 

=−=α EkGkcck NN1.01 0.9114, 
=cckf 0.9114×0.779×50 = 36.48 MPa, 

=−=α EdGd
EN
ccd NN1.01 0.9126, 
=

EN
ccdf 0.9126×779×50/1.5=23.7 MPa, 

( ) =×=
3.01.020 cmcm fE 38.89 GPa,  

== 2.1cmcd EE 28.24 GPa. 
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Fig. 7. The compressive forces NG, NQ and NS caused by permanent (a) and variable extreme floor (b) or snow (c) loads 
 

Table 1. Compressive forces and first order bending moments 
Action effects GN  

kN 
OGM  

kNm 
QN  

kN 
OQM  

kNm 
SN  

kN 
OSM  

kNm 
EN  

kN 
OEM  

kNm 
Characteristic values 612.0 28.80 65.00 16.25 28.00 3.50 705.0 48.55 
Design values by EN 1990 826.2 38.88 97.50 24.37 21.00 2.62 944.7 65.88 
Design values by ASCE 7-05 734.4 34.56 104.00 26.00 14.00 1.75 825.4 62.31 

 
The parameters of reinforcing high-strength cold 

worked bars are defined as follows: 
=kf 2.0 800 MPa, 

=σ=σ sckscm 2.26(1.36+4 mρ )×10–3× sE =690 MPa,  
=γ s 1.15,  =σ scd 690/1.15=600 MPa, =stmf 500 MPa,  
=stkf 0.9×500=450 MPa, =stdf 450/1.15=390 MPa, 
=scmf 600 MPa, =sckf 0.9×600=540 MPa, 
=scdf 540/1.15=470 MPa. 
According to Eq. (24), the design and characteristic 

factors for concrete cracking and creep effects are: 
( ) =×+== 88.6588.387.1125.0ckcd KK 0.125. 

Thus, the design and characteristic values of the ef-
fective flexural stiffness of columns by Eq. (25) are de-
fined as: 

( ) ( ) == eked EIEI 0.125 × 2.824×104 × 3.33×10–4 + 
2 × 105 × 1.3 × 10–5 = 3.774 MNm2. 
Therefore, the design and characteristic buckling 

loads are: 
 =×π== 22 0.3774.3BkBd NN 4.139 MN. 

According to Eqs (21) and (20), the design and 
characteristic values of first- and second-order eccentrici-
ties of compressive forces EN

EdN , ASCE
EdN  and EkN  are: 

0697.07.94488.65 ==
EK
ode  m, 

0903.0
139.49447.01

10697.0 =





−=EN
de  m,  

0731.04.85231.62 ==ASCE
ode  m,  

 
 

 

09205.0
139.4852.01

10731.0 =



−=ASCE

de  m,  

069.070555.48 ==oke  m, 

0903.0
139.4705.01

1069.0 =





−=ke  m. 

Therefore, the design and characteristic response 
factors by Eqs (13) and (14) are written as: 

841.0
0417.0101
12.00903.03.01 =

×+
−=EN

cdk ,  

744.012.00903.034.01 =×−=EN
sdk , 

853.0
0417.0101
12.00832.03.01 =×+−=ckk , 

764.012.00832.034.01 =×−=skk . 
According to EN 1990 [18] directions, the design 

values of resisting compressive force by Eq. (28) and 
bending moment by Eq. (29) of the column are: 

( )×××+××= 60000181.0744.07.230434.0841.0EN
RdN  

( ) 954.012.00903.012.0 =+×  MN > =EN
EdN 0.945 MN, 

( )×+××= 945.039000181.012.02.1EN
RdM  

( ) =



++×

+×−
47039000181.07.230434.0

945.039000181.01  

0859.0  MNm =≈ d
EN
Ed eN 0.945×0.0903 = 0.0853 MNm. 

According to ASCE/SEI 7-05 (2006) recommenda-
tions, the design values of resisting compressive force by 
Eq. (35) and bending moment by Eq. (36) of the column 
are: 
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( ××+××= 00181.0764.048.360434.085.065.0ASCE
RdN
) ( ) 882.012.00832.012.0690 =+×  MN > 

852.0=ASCE
EdN  MN,  

( )×+×××= 705.045000181.012.02.165.0ASCE
RdM  

( ) =



++×

+×−
54045000181.048.350434.0

705.045000181.01  

0.0782 MNm =≈
ASCE
d

ASCE
Ed eN 0.852×0.09205 = 

0.0785 MNm. 
According to both limit state design methods, the 

analysed columns are suitable in service. Their analysis 
results slightly depended on the methodological concepts 
of PSFD and LRFD approaches, presented in EN 1990 
(2002) and ASCE/SEI 7-05 (2006), respectively. 

 
6. Conclusion 
The concepts of the compression with a bending moment 
and the bending with a concentrical force may be suc-
cessfully used in the structural analysis of eccentrically 
loaded fairly complicated spun concrete columns rein-
forced by high-strength steel bars uniformly distributed 
throughout their annular cross-sections. The positive 
mechanical features of high-strength reinforcing steel 
bars may be successfully used in the design practice of 
any in-situ or precast reinforced concrete columns and 
other compression members. 

When the eccentricity ratio 1≤sre , it is expedient 
to treat these columns as structural members exposed to 
compression with a bending moment. In this case, the 
bearing capacity of columns as their resisting compres-
sive force may be calculated by Eq. (15). The fitness of 
this equation is corroborated by abundant experimental 
data. 

The design values of resisting compressive forces 
and bending moments of columns may be calculated by 
unsophisticated Eqs (28), (29) and (35), (36) recom-
mended in this paper and adapted, respectively, to the 
current methods of partial safety factors design (PSFD) in 
Europe and load and resistance factors design (LRFD) in 
the USA. Regardless of their features, both design meth-
ods lead to the close analysis results of eccentrically 
loaded columns. 
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CENTRIFUGUOTOJO BETONO KOLONŲ PROJEKTAVIMAS RIBINIŲ BŪVIŲ METODU NAUDOJANT EN 
1990 IR ASCE/SEI 7-05 REKOMENDUOJAMUS APKROVŲ DERINIUS 
A. Kudzys, R. Kliukas 
S a n t r a u k a 
Aptariamas didžiastiprio plieno strypais armuotų žiedinio skerspjūvio centrifuguotojo betono kolonų naudotinumas. Pa-
teiktos armuotojo ir nearmuotojo centrifuguotojo betono medžiagų savybės, efektyvumo veiksniai ir laikomieji gniuždy-
mo įtempiai. Ekscentriškai gniuždomų žiedinio skerspjūvio elementų laikomajai galiai modeliuoti taikomos lenkiamojo 
gniuždymo ir gniuždomojo lenkimo sampratos. Analizuojamas centriškai ir ekscentriškai apkrautų elementų eksperi-
mentinių ir modeliavimo duomenų sugretinimas, nagrinėjamas Europos, JAV ir kitų šalių projektavimo praktikoje įtei-
sintų ir paplitusių dalinių veiksnių ir apkrovų bei atsparių veiksnių metodų taikymo tikslingumas, kurį rodo skaitmeninis 
pavyzdys. 
Reikšminiai žodžiai: centrifuguotasis betonas, didžiastipris plienas, gniuždymo bandymas, ekscentrinis apkrovimas,  
ribinių būvių metodas. 
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